
PROMATCH® STAIN, GLAZE & COLOR SYSTEMS

Coloring the Wood. Whether it’s a simple wiping stain or a
high-tech solid color, Chemcraft has a high quality, user-friendly  
solution. Our stain bases are designed for use under any of our 
clear systems. Need solid color? Our C-Match system provides 
formulas for  a rainbow of colors and works with our pigmented 
bases. Glazes, toners and tints round out a complete line, from 
waterborne to polyurethane, to support all your color needs. 

C-MIX Intermix System***
A mono color technology system using a clear base and nine mono colors to create a complete color palette. The C-MIX 
system provides ease of workability along with a simple one-step color base, and good clarity and grain fill. Application 
may be by hand or spray. It features 250+ formulas that are quickly and easily duplicated. Color chip sets in maple and 
oak, plus formula books, are in stock. 

VIVID COLOR SPRAY Stain Base
Spray stain base specially developed to achieve rich and deep colors by using a combination of pigments and dyes. Light 
to very dark colors can be formulated using only a one-step application. 

VIVID COLOR WIPE Stain Base
Wipe stain base with great open time; provides excellent grain definition and offers unique flexibility. A combination of 
pigments and dyes can be utilized to obtain rich and deep colors. 

AQUA Waterborne Spray and Wipe Stain Base***
A waterborne mono color system that allows for spray or spray and wipe. Developed using nanotechnology and 
micronized pigments, the system allows for a complete color palette by intermixing the eleven stock components. It is also 
available in stock colors. The true strength of this product lies in its versatility and ability to be used under all systems.

DYE Stain 
ProMatch Dye Stains have nine stock mono colors and five stock spray stains. Excellent sprayability combined with fast 
drying formulations provide excellent uniformity with no grain raising. Pre-reduced dye stain for spray applications.
ProMatch Dye Stains deliver the best clarity in a dye stain solution. 

For additional information refer to the individual product information sheets.
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***                   The GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified Mark is a registered certification mark
                                        used under license through the GREENGUARD Environmental Institute.



PROMATCH®  
STAIN, GLAZE & COLOR SYSTEMS

GLAZE
All-purpose glazes that can be sprayed or applied by hand. Available in clear base, mono color or natural earth tone finish 
color. 

FINISHING GLAZE 
Finishing glaze is a grout glaze that can be applied over finished color without the need to apply an extra coat of clear. 
Available in a neutral version, it can be tinted with 844 to any desired color.

AQUA WET GLAZE Base
This wet glaze base is an excellent option when heavy hang is needed. The newest waterborne wet glaze base offers 
superior wipe-ability. 

AQUA GROUT GLAZE Base**
Excellent adhesion with approved Chemcraft systems. Specially developed to be used with a squeeze bottle to create
a grout line on cabinet doors. 

AQUA DRY GLAZE Base**
Designed to create specialty finishes in a spray application. Intermix available in a neutral base and four rich colors: white, 
black, yellow and red. 

C-MATCH
C-MATCH is a fan deck color system by Chemcraft that gives you a complete array of formulations for your pigmented 
color needs. Bases are stocked in multiple technologies and glosses, and are available in white, clear and mid tone.

For additional information refer to the individual product information sheets.
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**        Eco Friendly


